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Practice with finding an exponentialfunction from given information.

Find the exponential function of the form A = f (t\: Ib' . I
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1. Initialvalue is 20 and growth factor 1.7 (so....what is the growth rate?)
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2. "f (0) = 30 and the growth rate is 20%
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4. f (I)=30 and the growth rate is 50%
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5. The growth rate is 30% and /(7) = I SS
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Note: 7 can be done with 2 point regression. 2-6 can be done with 2 point regression if you make up a

second point based on the growth factor. So check your "hand" answers in this way

Note: when reporting initial values and growth factors it is ok to round to two significant figures, but in

use you'll probably want several more (maybe allthe calculator has) especially for the groMh factor as

small roundings in the growth factor can lead to significant lack of precision at large values of /.
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Find the exponential function of the form n = f (t) = Ib' (PAGE 2)
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2' /(0) = 30 qnd the growth rate is 30%
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3. "f(0):10 and thegrowth rateis-4U/o
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4. f (I) = 30 and the growth.rate is -509to
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6. The growth rate is -10% and /(6) = lQ
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Note: 7 can be done with 2 point regression. 2-6 can be done with 2 point regression if you make up a

second point based on the growth factor. So check your "hand" answers in this way


